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Assurances

DCSI/Grant Coordinator

I, the District Coordinator of School Improvement/Grant Coordinator, attest that I will provide or facilitate the provision of all the necessary district-level commitments and support
mechanisms to ensure the successful implementation of the Targeted Improvement Plan for this campus. I understand I am responsible for the implementation of all intervention
requirements. If I am the principal supervisor, I understand I am responsible for ensuring the principal carries out the plan elements as indicated herein.

Signature: Mr. Michael Scott Carothers

Principal Supervisor

I, as supervisor of the principal for this campus, attest that I will coordinate with the DCSI/Grant Coordinator to provide or facilitate the provision of all the necessary district-level
commitments and support mechanisms to ensure the principal I supervise can achieve successful implementation of the Targeted Improvement Plan for this campus. I understand I am
responsible for ensuring the principal carries out the plan elements as indicated herein.

Signature: Mr. Michael Scott Carothers

Principal

I, as principal for this campus, attest that I will coordinate with the DCSI/Grant Coordinator (and my supervisor, if they are not the same person) to use the district-provided
commitments and support mechanisms to ensure the successful implementation of the Targeted Improvement Plan for this campus. I agree to carry out the plan elements as indicated
herein.

Signature: Dr. Hans Schuller
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Data Analysis
Student Achievement

What accountability goal has your campus set for this year?

Overall Domain I Goal:

If TPHS RGV San Benito  meets the established student performance targets for 2021-2022, the campus will increase our Domain 1 STAAR performance from a scaled score of 85-B
to a scaled score of 93-A by increasing the percentage of students who perform at the Meets grade level or above. (Component Score Calculation: If TPHS RGV San Benito is
successful at achieving the targets, the campus will move from a 2018-2019 component score of 35 to a 2021-2022 component score of 49 in Domain 1. This will be a move from 82-
B to 93-A).  Please note that in 2021 the campus has a component score in Domain I of 29.  This is a 6 point drop from 2018-2019 accountability. 

Approaches Component Score Goal:  90

Meets Component Score Goal:  37

Masters Component Score Goal:  15

Overall Component Score Goal:  47

Rationale: The performance goals are set to be aggressive and to push the campus to higher accountability scores in Domain 1, as well as in Domain 2A and Domain 3. We utilized
previous data to establish the aggressive performance target. If the campus is successful at meeting these performance targets, the campus will receive a "A" in Domain 1 for the
STAAR component. (Current Domain I STAAR Performance as of 2018-2019 accountability is a "B" at 82% for this single indicator. We established specific goals that are easy to
communicate to staff and push students to perform better in all categories -- approaches, meets, and masters.) Please note that in 2021 the campus has a component score in Domain I
of 29.  This is a 7 point drop from 2018-2019 accountability.   

It is important to note that in the "Student Data" section of the plan, some of our goals are very aggressive.  They may not appear to be logical when looking at the current state of
performance.  However, COVID-19 and the impacts of remote learning on the highly at-risk population we serve were severe.  Many of our students chose to work instead of
attending school and completing school work because family members lost jobs.  At-risk students need face-to-face instruction.  TPHS has been very successful in the past bringing
students who were performing significantly below standards up to standards quickly.  We set our goals with this in mind.  We know that when we have students face-to-face and we
implement the strategies and systems that we know work effectively with at-risk students, we can see tremendous growth (growth not usually seen and outside the norm).  It is
important to communicate this as the plan is evaluated.  We strongly feel that our goals and our student performance targets are attainable--aggressive, yes--but attainable.

Note:  Data analysis charts are uploaded into the addendum section of the plan.
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School Progress

What accountability goal has your campus set for this year?

Our goal is to focus on 2A. We will be monitoring our students that did test in the 2020-21 STAAR and tracking progress as we will be receiving data on those students that test this
year (only applicable to Algebra I and English II for TPHS RGV). It is important to note, that our goal in Domain 1 will also impact our Domain 2 goal as well.  Finally, 2B is not
calculated for this campus as it is identified as a Dropout Recovery School (DRS) and is rated under the Alternative Education Accountability (AEA) rating system.
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Closing the Gaps

What accountability goal has your campus set for this year?

Overall Domain 3 Goal:

If TPHS RGV San Benito meets the campus level performance targets established, the Domain 3 scaled score of 30% - F (meaning no subgroups were met previously in 2021 or in
2018-2019 accountability) will improve to a scaled score of 80% - B. 

This would be accomplished by meeting the following;

ELA Subgroup Targets (Our Goal is to Meet 3 out of 5):

Hispanic (32%)
Eco Dis (33%)
EL (29%) 

Math Subgroup Targets (Our Goal is to Meet 5 out of 5):

All Students (46%)
Hispanic (40%)
Eco Dis (36%)
EL (40%)
Non-Cont Enrolled (45%)

The campus would move from hitting none of the Domain 3 subgroup targets to meeting 8 of 10 - 80% of the academic achievement subgroup targets.

Rationale: The performance goals are set to be aggressive and to push the campus to higher accountability scores in Domain 3 as well as Domain 2A, and Domain 1. We utilized
previous data to establish the aggressive performance target. The campus focused the target goals on Domain 3 because this is where the campus fell significantly below in the
accountability system.  (Component calculation:  If TPHS RGV San Benito meets the campus level performance targets established above, the Domain 3 component score of 0
(scaled score of 30) will improve to a component score of 78 (scaled score of 97-A) by meeting 3 of 5 Domain 3 academic achievement targets  in ELA and meeting all 5 targets in
mathematics.)  We do anticipate based on current enrollment being eligible for evaluation in 10 different target areas in Domain 3 Academic Achievement.

It is important to note that in the "Student Data" section of the plan, some of our goals are very aggressive.  They may appear to not be logical when looking at the current state of
performance.  However, COVID-19 and the impacts of remote learning on the highly at-risk population we serve were severe.  Many of our students chose to work instead of attend
school and complete school work because family members lost their jobs.  At-risk students need the face-to-face instruction.  TPHS has been very successful in the past bringing
students who were significantly below up to standard quickly.  We set our goals with this in mind.  We know that when we have students face-to-face and we implement the strategies
and systems that we know to work effectively with at-risk students, we can see tremendous growth (growth not usually seen and outside the norm).  It is important to communicate
this as the plan is evaluated.  We strongly feel that our goals and our student performance targets are attainable--aggressive, yes--but attainable.  We had low percentage of
participation in math in 2021.  In a normal accountability year, we would also have enough testers in Hispanic, and Eco Dis.

Note:  Data analysis charts are uploaded into the addendum section of the plan.
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Subject Areas and Student Groups

Which subjects are a focus this year when thinking about student performance? Why have you identified these specific subject areas? What is the intended impact on your
accountability domain scores?

For this campus, the two subjects that will be our focus are ELA (English I and English II) and Mathematics (Algebra I).  We are choosing these two subjects/content areas because
they make an impact on all three of the accountability domains.  Obviously in Domain 1, two of the four areas create our overall STAAR performance component score, and
improvement in the Approaches, Meets, and Masters categories will equate to an improved component score.  In Domain 2A, the focus on ELA will ensure that students are
demonstrating a year's growth for English II and for Algebra I.  In Domain 3, the two focus areas will ensure that we meet the individual subgroup scores for ELA and mathematics. 
If we meet our established Domain 8 out of 10 subgroup targets, then the campus would move from a 30% - F (in 2021) to an 93% - A in this academic year.

 Note:  Data analysis charts are uploaded into the addendum section of the plan.

 

Which student group outcomes are you targeting in these goals? What is the intended impact on your accountability domain scores?

At this campus, the all students group is almost identical to the Hispanic subgroup and the Eco. Dis subgroup.  However, the campus wants to continue a very purposeful focus on Eco
Dis. and EL subgroups.  This has been the two groups at the campus' with the lowest performance and will need specific focus to ensure they make progress and in turn the campus
shows progress on the accountability system in Domain 1, 2A and 3. If we meet our established Domain 8 out of 10 subgroup targets, then the campus would move from a 30% - F (in
2021) to an 93% - A in this academic year.

 Note:  Data analysis charts are uploaded into the addendum section of the plan.
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CCMR

What goals has your campus set for CCMR?

Board Adopted/Approved CCMR targets for TPHS RGV San Benito:

Our goal for CCMR is 35%.
Progress Measure #1:  College Readiness 18%
Progress Measure #2:  Career Readiness 22%
Progress Measure #3:  Military Readiness 5%

Board adopted/approved CCMR targets for TPHS RGV San Benito apply to all students and all subgroups (Hispanic, Eco Dis, SPED, Cont & Non-Cont Enrolled).

The 5-year progressive TPHS Board Adopted CCMR Goals for TPHS RGV are located in the addendum section of the plan.

Note:  Data analysis charts are uploaded into the addendum section of the plan.

Federal Graduation Rate

What goals has your campus set for Federal Graduation Rate?

TPHS RGV San Benito federal graduation rate goal will be 70% for all students and all subgroups (Hispanic, Eco Dis, SPED, EL, Cont & Non-Cont Enrolled).

Note:  Data analysis charts are uploaded into the addendum section of the plan.
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Essential Actions
Cycles 1-3

Essential Action 1.1: Develop campus instructional leaders with clear roles and responsibilities.
Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 2.1: Recruit, select, assign, induct and retain a full staff of highly qualified educators.
Implementation Level: Beginning Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 3.1: Compelling and aligned vision, mission, goals, values focused on a safe environment and high expectations.
Implementation Level: Beginning Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 4.1: Daily use of high-quality instructional materials aligned to instructional planning calendars and interim and formative assessments.
Implementation Level: Beginning Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 5.1: Effective classroom routines and instructional strategies.
Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 5.3: Data-driven instruction.
Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Key Practices:

Cycle 4

Essential Action 1.1: Develop campus instructional leaders with clear roles and responsibilities.
Implementation Level: Partial Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 2.1: Recruit, select, assign, induct and retain a full staff of highly qualified educators.
Implementation Level: Partial Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 3.1: Compelling and aligned vision, mission, goals, values focused on a safe environment and high expectations.
Implementation Level: Partial Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 4.1: Daily use of high-quality instructional materials aligned to instructional planning calendars and interim and formative assessments.
Implementation Level: Beginning Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 5.1: Effective classroom routines and instructional strategies.
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Implementation Level: Partial Implementation
Key Practices:

Essential Action 5.3: Data-driven instruction.
Implementation Level: Beginning Implementation
Key Practices:
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Cycles
Cycle 1 - (Sept – Nov)

Did you achieve your student performance data goals? Why or why not?: We are very excited to report that we met our ELA/Reading "meets performance level" goal as it
has historically been one of our lowest performing areas.   The ELA scores for cycle 1 are the best pre-indicator scores this campus has received in over 5 years.  This is really
exciting to see in this cycle 1 reflection report.  We met or came very close to meeting our goals in "approaches grade level performance level".  We also made progress on
"masters performance level" as well in ELA/Reading and in US History which is awesome for us.  We strongly feel that the work around collaborative lesson planning and the
work around Texas Instructional Leadership (TIL) Observation and Feedback where ongoing coaching and feedback is given to teachers on a weekly basis.  Also, the campus
has a renewed sense of urgency on the campus to achieve the "meets performance level".  The impact of the new "Master Teacher" role has also made a significant impact on the
campus performance.

1. Essential Action 1.1: Develop campus instructional leaders with clear roles and responsibilities.

Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Rationale: The Campus Leadership Team (CLT) members need to focus on bite-sized coaching of teachers to improve instructional delivery at the campus.  There has been
improvement in teacher instructional delivery in the 2020-2021 academic year; however, there remains a need to ensure that effective coaching be delivered on a routine and
consistent basis to teachers in order to ensure student performance improves on the campus and to fill student learning gaps due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Who will you partner with?: TIL
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? The campus will use the TIL approach in which training and support will be provided to campus and district leaders. 
The TIL training and support will provide campus and district leaders the ability to build the capacity of educators they manage.  TIL consists of a suite of trainings intended to
foster continuous improvement by helping campus and district administrators grow concrete instructional leadership skills in the area of Observation and Feedback.  There will
be two days of face-to-face professional development for the campus leadership team, including the Principal and the DCSI.  Ongoing implementation support will be provided
to the DCSI and the Principal to ensure implementation.  One-on-one coaching will be provided to the DCSI.  The training and coaching are aligned to the best practices
described in the Effective School Framework.  ESC 1 and TPHS RGV McAllen have a Observation and Feedback implementation plan addressing the training schedule,
coaching component, and support touchpoints.  This document is attached as an addendum to the TIP.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: The TIL Observation and Feedback focus for the campus will be
communicated through the commitment between DCSI, Principal, and TPHS Central Office (Superintendent and Business Office) through a signed ESC 1 agreement.  Once the
agreement is signed, district and campus leadership will attend two days of face-to-face TIL Observation and Feedback training that will build understanding and capacity.  Once
the face-to-face training is completed, the district and campus leadership will develop a rollout plan to bring the implementation of TIL Observation and Feedback processes to
the campus.  This priority will be communicated to the parents and the community through connections and activities being embedded into the CIP/DIP.  The campus will
ensure that parent engagement opportunities identify the focus area and strategies we are implementing to ensure growth in student performance.  Students will be successfully
engaged in activities that will support student performance growth, and faculty and staff will communicate new skills, practices, and efforts to students to ensure they know what
the campus is doing to support them in meeting performance expectations.
Desired Annual Outcome: By the end of the 2021-2022 academic year the principal or the identified Master Teacher will provide weekly coaching to teachers using the TIL
Observation and Feedback cycles as evidenced in weekly calendars showing scheduled time for observations/feedback and coaching of teachers following the TIL Observation
& Feedback model.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the District provides opportunities for ongoing support and coaching of the campus leaders then the campus leaders will be
provided with a foundation and a plan in which to implement TIP focused interventions and strategies; to ensure adequate planning, implementation, and monitoring systems to
ensure campus performance success.

Desired 90-day Outcome: By the end of the first 90-days, the TIL Observation and Feedback module will be launched and teacher, Master Teacher, Principal, and DCSI
coaching will begin.  This will be accomplished by completing  initial training for TIL Observation  and Feedback training from ESC 1 for all CLT members and DCSI, weekly
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coaching of content teachers is conducted by Master Teacher, and one cycle of Master Teacher, Principal, and DCSI coaching will be completed.  Revised on 12/2021 based on
TEA TIP Phone Call Feedback.

District Actions: District staff will ensure that contracts for ESC 1 TIL Observation & Feedback system are signed and that the initial training is calendared and conducted
during this 90-day cycle.  Also, DCSI will conduct bimonthly meetings with Principal to assist in any barriers that are being experienced.  DCSI will ensure that there is a share
GDrive and Google Calendar so that monitoring of activities can be efficiently and effectively managed.  Finally, DCSI will have ongoing communication between  Master
Teacher monthly via Zoom.

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?: Yes

Why or why not?: We were able to conduct all TIL Observation and Feedback professional development in coordination with ESC 1 .  As soon as the CLT completed
professional development, immediate implementation of the coaching and feedback cycles were started.  Master Teacher conducts teacher coaching and feedback weekly and the
principal has conducted two coaching cycles with Master Teacher.  DCSI has also conducted 2 coaching cycles with the Principal and  DCSI has also had two coaching cycles
with ESC 1.

Step 1 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 1: Engage with Texas Instructional Leadership (TIL) Observation and Feedback Module.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Signed and executed TIL Observation and Feedback
ESC 1 Agreement
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: 2021-2022 SIG Funds and 2020-2021 SIG Carryover Funds
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: August 23, 2021 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: September
10, 2021
Funding Sources: TIL Observation & Feedback Module Contract - 6200-Professional and
contracted services - $14,285

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 2 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 2: Attend the TIL Observation and Feedback introduction session and two days of face-to-
gace training for CLT Members and for DCSI at ESC 1.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: ESC 1 certificates of all CLT members attending
including DCSI.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI & Principal
Resources Needed: TIL Observation & Feedback Team from ESC 1
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: September 7, 2021 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date:
September 17, 2021

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None
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Step 3 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 3: Development of the TPHS RGV McAllen TIL Observation & Feedback Roll Out Plan.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Roll out plan with required steps.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI, Principal, Instructional Officer, and CLT
Resources Needed: TIL Observation & Feedback Initial 2 day face-to-face training. (ESC 1
Catalina Requenez)
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: September 7, 2021 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date:
September 17, 2021

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 4 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 4: Calendar the TIL Observation & Feedback -- Coaching/Feedback cycles.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Master calendar with meetings and timeframes.
Person(s) Responsible: Principal and Master Teacher
Resources Needed: Master calendar
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: September 13, 2021 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: October
1, 2021

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 5 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 5: Conduct 4 cycles of coaching with teachers, conduct 2 Master Teacher coaching cycles,
conduct 2 Principal coaching cycles, and 2 DCSI coaching cycles.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Coaching videos and TIL Coaching Scripts/Plans
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI, Principal, Master Teacher
Resources Needed: TIL Observation and Feedback resources (manual and templates provided at
training)
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: September 20, 2021 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: October
29, 2021

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None
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Step 6 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 6: Monthly Master Teacher and DCSI Meetings to review TIL Observation & Feedback
Implementation including lesson planning and lesson alignment support (two meetings in this 90-day
cycle).

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Agenda and meeting summary.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: Videoconference capabilities (Zoom).
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: September 7, 2021 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: October
29, 2021

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 7 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 7: Meetings with Principal to address challenges and check in on TIL Observation &
Feedback implementation. (every two weeks)

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Agenda and meeting summaries.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: Videoconferencing capabilities (Zoom)
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: August 23, 2021 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: October 29,
2021

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 8 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 8: CLT Meetings to measure progress towards meeting student performance goals and review
implementation of TIL Observation & Feedback.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Student performance goals progress charts and meeting
summaries.
Person(s) Responsible: Principal, Master Teacher & CLT
Resources Needed: Calendared meeting time and space along with system processes such as
agendas, data collection/reports, and meeting summary notes.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: September 1, 2021 - Frequency: Quarterly - Evidence Collection Date: October
29, 2021

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

What challenges do you think you’ll encounter in achieving desired campus or student outcomes for this cycle?: Potential challenges include the following: adhering to
the calendar that is established for TIL Observation and Feedback and supporting new teachers so that they don't get overwhelmed.

What specific action steps address these challenges?: Specific action steps include the following:  having a strong clearly communicated calendar that identifies TIL
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Observation & Feedback coaching cycles as a priority, introduction of TIL Observation & Feedback to staff as a means to develop and support new teachers, DCSI bimonthly
meetings with the principal to support TIL implementation, and DCSI monthly meetings with Master Teacher to support TIL implementation.
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Cycle 1 - (Sept – Nov)

2. Essential Action 5.1: Effective classroom routines and instructional strategies.

Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Rationale: Campus Leadership Team (CLT) needs to ensure that teachers are submitting lesson plans that are objective driven and meet all the quality planning requirements. 
During the 2020-2021 academic year as a result of primarily remote instruction the district shifted to utilizing Google Classroom as the platform for lesson delivery and lesson
organization.  Due to this shift, there was a loss of planning that meets the ESF 5.1 key practices.  There is a need on the campus to return to traditional lesson planning template
and resources to ensure quality planning in a collaborative format prior to lesson delivery.
Who will you partner with?: Other
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? The campus will use Region 1 ESC as the basis for building capacity in this essential action.  TPHS RGV McAllen will
also be engaging with TIL Observation and Feedback in which training and support will be provided to campus and district leaders.  TIL Observation and Feedback does support
5.1 but not fully and that is why we are utilizing ESC 1 support to ensure capacity is fully built for this essential action.  The ESC and TIL Observation and Feedback training
and support will provide campus and district leaders the ability to grow the capacity of the educators they manage.  The ESC training and TIL DDI components consist of
professional development intended to foster continuous improvement by helping campus and district administrators grow concrete instructional leadership skills.  There will be
two days of TIL Observation and Feedback face-to-face professional development for the campus leadership team, including the principal and the DCSI.  Ongoing
implementation support will be provided to the DCSI and the principal to ensure implementation.  One-on-one coaching will be provided to the DCSI.  The training and
coaching are aligned to the best practices described in the Effective School Framework.  The Observation and Feedback module through TIL addresses the lesson planning
process and internalizing lesson plans as well as differentiated pathways of instruction.  We will leverage and extend the learning of TIL Observation and Feedback to support
this essential action.  ESC 1 and TPHS has a Observation and Feedback implementation plan addressing the training schedule, coaching component, and support touchpoints. 
The TIL Observation and Feedback implementation document is attached as an addendum to the TIP.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: DCSI will establish lesson planning systems for the campus.  The DCSI
will communicate the lesson planning systems to all staff members during the TPHS Summer Conference in July 2021.  During campus beginning-of-year staff development, the
Principal, along with the Teacher, will provide the details of the lesson planning systems that include weekly review and collaborative planning with teachers.  Lesson plan
feedback will prioritize the development of lesson objectives and formative assessments first and then move to differentiated pathways of instruction to meet the needs of all
students in the classroom.  This priority will be communicated to the parents and the community through connections and activities embedded into the CIP/DIP.  Parent and
family communication that is embedded in the CIP/DIP includes ongoing new student orientations, report card nights every nine-week grading period, and parent/family/student
celebrations regarding attendance, scholarship, and leadership.  Community activities include Local Management Advisory Board (LMAB) meetings and engagement with
community partners in the McAllen area.  The campus will ensure that parent engagement opportunities identify the focus area and strategies we are implementing to ensure
growth in student performance.  Students will be successfully engaged in activities that will support student performance growth, and faculty and staff will communicate new
skills, practices, and efforts to students to ensure they know what the campus is doing to support them in meeting performance expectations.
Desired Annual Outcome: By the end of the 2021-2022 academic year, campus leaders will provide weekly lesson planning feedback and correction prior to lesson plan
delivery so that 100 % of teachers will effectively develop and use lesson objectives, formative assessments aligned to the TEKS and are at the appropriate level of rigor.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the District ensures policies and practices support effective instruction in schools, then  school leadership will have the opportunity
to provide ongoing, job-embedded coaching and support for teachers to ensure quality lesson planning including plans for monitoring and giving feedback on lesson plans prior
to instruction.

Desired 90-day Outcome: By the end of the first 90-day cycle, campus leaders will be providing 100% of teachers with collaborative lesson planning time, feedback, and
training on lesson alignment processes to include K/S charts, assessment item analysis and objective development.  This will be accomplished by providing teachers with
campus master schedules that includes their planning time and by providing lesson alignment processes professional development in lesson objective development (completing
K/S charts and assessment item analysis). -- Revised 12/2021 from TEA Phone Conference Recommendation

District Actions: Sign ESC 1 TIL Observation and Feedback implementation agreement.  DCSI will attend the two-day face-to-face TIL Observation and Feedback training
with the CLT and the one-day Observation and Feedback DCSI specific training from ESC 1.   DCSI will meet monthly with the Master Teacher to address specific needs in
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lesson planning and address potential challenges.

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?: Yes

Why or why not?: Master Teacher supports lesson planning with all teachers on a weekly basis.  During this collaborative planning time the Master Teacher ensures strong
lesson objectives based on a deep understanding of the standards (K/S Charts), and aligned lesson activities.  TIL Observation and Feedback also support lesson planning and
instructional deliver with the management and rigor trajectory support.  Teachers value the collaborative lesson planning time and we are seeing teacher growth and based on our
data we are seeing student performance improving as well.  This has been very exciting.

Step 1 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 1: DCSI will roll out new instructional/lesson planning systems during the TPHS Summer
Conference.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Summer Conference Schedule, Summer Conference
Agenda, Summer Conference presentation notes and summaries.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: Videoconferencing capabilities (Google Meets)
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: July 19, 2021 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: August 2, 2021

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 2 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 2: Calendar collaborative lesson planning time on the master calendar.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Master Calendar
Person(s) Responsible: Principal & Master Teacher
Resources Needed: Master Calendar
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: August 23, 2021 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: October 29,
2021

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None
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Step 3 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 3: During collaborative lesson planning focus on lesson alignment activities including
unpacking standards, K/S charts, alignment to assessment items, and identifying objectives to ensure quality
daily lesson objectives.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Meeting Summaries
Person(s) Responsible: Principal & Master Teacher
Resources Needed: Lesson planning checklist, lesson alignment tools provided by the DCSI.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: August 23, 2021 - Frequency: Weekly - Evidence Collection Date: October 29,
2021

Progress toward Action Steps: Significant Progress
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: We feel that based on the
collaborative lesson planning, K/S charts needs to continue to be
implemented in the 2nd 90 day cycle as well.  The barrier is that Mater
Teacher and teachers continue to need support in completing the K/S
charts.  Currently there is not fluency in completing the charts so there
is a continue need to focus in this area.

Step 4 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 4: Identify specific staff needs in utilizing Eduphoria Forethought and provide training during
teacher conference period.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Training notes and meeting notes with teachers.
Person(s) Responsible: Principal & Master Teacher
Resources Needed: Eduphoria Support and Resources from ESC and Vendor
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: September 20, 2021 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: October
29, 2021

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

What challenges do you think you’ll encounter in achieving desired campus or student outcomes for this cycle?: Potential challenges include the following:  adhering to
the calendar that is established for collaborative lesson planning, following the collaborative lesson planning system established by DCSI, supporting new teachers so that they
don't get overwhelmed in the lesson planning process, and ensuring teachers know how to use lesson planning tools available to the campus.

What specific action steps address these challenges?: Specific action steps include the following: having a strong calendar with clearly defined collaborative planning time
with Master Teacher, introducing the TIL Observation and Feedback process and expectations to staff to explain what Observation and Feedback is and how it works,
communicating to staff about how Observation and Feedback works together alongside the lesson planning process to ensure student success, and ensuring tenured teachers
receive refresher training on lesson planning tools while new teachers receive initial training on lesson planning tools.
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Cycle 2 - (Dec – Feb)
Did you achieve your student performance data goals? Why or why not?: Overall, we saw a significant improvement in Cycle 2 benchmark assessments. The reading goals
were 60/30/8 with actual scores of 66/49/0. Impressive was the 19% increase in the meets category. If we can replicate these results for the 2022 spring EOCs, we will have
closed the Domain 3, Focus 1 gap. For science, the cycle 2 goals were 70/35/10 with actual scores of 79/57/14. We exceeded the meets goal by 22%. Reading and Science saw
fantastic gains, exceeding Summative Goal expectations. For Social Studies, the cycle 2 goals were 85/50/20 with actual scores of 81/45/19. In this case we fell short by just a
few percentage points. We have a new teacher this year in the social studies position, we anticipated a possible drop in performance. Yet the difference is within 5%. Overall, we
are pleased with the results. For Math, we did not meet cycle 2 Formative Goals. The goals 70/35/10 and the actual scores came to 53/20/0. For the Meets category we fell short
by 15% and Masters by 10%. Several reason to account for the discrepancies: 1) As this is this is a mid-point benchmark, students are still missing a significant amount of
Algebra I material. We are hoping to see a significant increase by the time of the summative assessment cycle. 2) Up to this point, most of the TIL intervention has focused of
English, Science, and Social Studies, as such, the lack of focus on mathematics may have had an adverse effect on teacher performance.

1. Essential Action 1.1: Develop campus instructional leaders with clear roles and responsibilities.

Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Rationale: The Campus Leadership Team (CLT) members need to focus on bite-sized coaching of teachers to improve instructional delivery at the campus.  There has been
improvement in teacher instructional delivery in the 2020-2021 academic year; however, there remains a need to ensure that effective coaching be delivered on a routine and
consistent basis to teachers in order to ensure student performance improves on the campus and to fill student learning gaps due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Who will you partner with?: TIL
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? The campus will use the TIL approach in which training and support will be provided to campus and district leaders. 
The TIL training and support will provide campus and district leaders the ability to build the capacity of educators they manage.  TIL consists of a suite of trainings intended to
foster continuous improvement by helping campus and district administrators grow concrete instructional leadership skills in the area of Observation and Feedback.  There will
be two days of face-to-face professional development for the campus leadership team, including the Principal and the DCSI.  Ongoing implementation support will be provided
to the DCSI and the Principal to ensure implementation.  One-on-one coaching will be provided to the DCSI.  The training and coaching are aligned to the best practices
described in the Effective School Framework.  ESC 1 and TPHS RGV McAllen have a Observation and Feedback implementation plan addressing the training schedule,
coaching component, and support touchpoints.  This document is attached as an addendum to the TIP.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: The TIL Observation and Feedback focus for the campus will be
communicated through the commitment between DCSI, Principal, and TPHS Central Office (Superintendent and Business Office) through a signed ESC 1 agreement.  Once the
agreement is signed, district and campus leadership will attend two days of face-to-face TIL Observation and Feedback training that will build understanding and capacity.  Once
the face-to-face training is completed, the district and campus leadership will develop a rollout plan to bring the implementation of TIL Observation and Feedback processes to
the campus.  This priority will be communicated to the parents and the community through connections and activities being embedded into the CIP/DIP.  The campus will
ensure that parent engagement opportunities identify the focus area and strategies we are implementing to ensure growth in student performance.  Students will be successfully
engaged in activities that will support student performance growth, and faculty and staff will communicate new skills, practices, and efforts to students to ensure they know what
the campus is doing to support them in meeting performance expectations.
Desired Annual Outcome: By the end of the 2021-2022 academic year the principal or the identified Master Teacher will provide weekly coaching to teachers using the TIL
Observation and Feedback cycles as evidenced in weekly calendars showing scheduled time for observations/feedback and coaching of teachers following the TIL Observation
& Feedback model.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the District provides opportunities for ongoing support and coaching of the campus leaders then the campus leaders will be
provided with a foundation and a plan in which to implement TIP focused interventions and strategies; to ensure adequate planning, implementation, and monitoring systems to
ensure campus performance success.

Desired 90-day Outcome: By the end of the second 90-day cycle, all teachers will receive weekly feedback and coaching  with specific action steps.  This will be accomplished
by using the Get Better Fast (GBF) protocol in TIL Observation and Feedback focusing on  Phase 1 or Phase 2 as of the GBF Scope and Sequence or "Waterfall" as  evidenced
by coaching scripts and coaching videos.  Revised on 12/2021 based on TEA TIP Phone Call Feedback.
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District Actions: District will ensure that Master Teacher receives coaching and feedback on implementation of TIL Observation and Feedback coaching protocol and growing
Master Teacher coaching skills. twice monthly.  Campus principal will receive twice monthly coaching from the DCSI to support implementation of TIL Observation and
Feedback.  DCSI will receive monthly coaching to ensure implementation of TIL Observation and Feedback module.  DCSI will also support the campus with some on-site
visits during this 90-day cycle.

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?: Yes

Why or why not?: We continue to make progress towards full implementation of the TIL process. Cycle 2 benchmarks appears to corroborate our actions. Teacher buy-in and
implementation of coaching is progressing. Some teachers are better than others with implementation. District and Region One support has been timely and constructive.
Overall, we are optimistic regarding the implementation of TIL. We are still learning the process.

Step 1 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 1: Conduct "real-time feedback" training from ESC 1 TIL Observation and Feedback Staff

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Completed training sign-in documentation for original
CLT members who attended initial TIL training.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: ESC 1 TIL Observation and Feedback Module Contract/Agreement
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: November 29, 2021 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date:
December 3, 2021

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 2 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 2: DCSI will provide professional development to the Principal and Master Teacher training
on Get Better Faster Phase 2 and Phase 3 Coaching Blueprint and Action Step Sequence

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Completed training, DCSI travel site-visit information,
coaching scripts with action steps from Phase 2 or Phase 3.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: Get Better Faster Book, GBF training videos, GBF success criteria, and
ESC 1 TIL Observation and Feedback Resources.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: January 3, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: January 31,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None
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Step 3 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 3: TIL Observation and Feedback with ESC 1 Coaching Labs and Site Visits

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Feedback from ESC 1 on site-visits and sign in
documentation for Coaching Lab.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI & Principal
Resources Needed: ESC 1 TIL Observation and Feedback Contract/Agreement
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: January 3, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: February 25,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 4 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 4: Master Teacher Monthly C&I Meeting led by DCSI via Zoom.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Agenda and summary notes from the meeting.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: Videoconferencing facilities and TIL Observation & Feedback resources
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: December 6, 2021 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: February
25, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 5 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 5: Every two-week Principal Support Zoom calls to monitor implementation and focus on TIP
and TIL Observation and Feedback implementation.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Agenda and summary notes from the call.  Also any
identified interventions.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: Zoom Video Conferencing
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: December 6, 2021 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: February
25, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None
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Step 6 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 6: Weekly coaching and feedback for content teachers by Master Teacher.  Twice monthly
coaching of the Master Teacher by the Principal.  Twice monthly coaching of the Principal by DCSI. 
Twice monthly coaching of the DCSI by ESC 1 TIL Observation and Feedback Staff.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: TIL Observation and Feedback Coaching Scripts
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI, Principal, Master Teacher
Resources Needed: TIL Observation and Feedback Contract/Agreement and resources/videos
from GBF and Leverage Leadership 2.0
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: December 6, 2021 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: February
25, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

What challenges do you think you’ll encounter in achieving desired campus or student outcomes for this cycle?: The challenge of staying true to a coaching calendar is
always important.  Having a plan on how to organize time and keep interruptions from not allowing coaching will be imperative.  Giving quality feedback based on the Principal
Action Steps from the DCSI will also be important.

What specific action steps address these challenges?: Specifically during this 90-days, DCSI will leverage the ongoing Mater Teacher monthly meetings to monitor
implementation of weekly teacher coaching and provide support to Master Teachers.  DCSI will also leverage Principal Support Calls on a b-weekly basis to ensure that campus
principals are prioritizing the coaching over other duties for the Master Teacher. (Action Steps #2, 3, 4,and 5 address the specific challenges identified)
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Cycle 2 - (Dec – Feb)

2. Essential Action 5.1: Effective classroom routines and instructional strategies.

Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Rationale: Campus Leadership Team (CLT) needs to ensure that teachers are submitting lesson plans that are objective driven and meet all the quality planning requirements. 
During the 2020-2021 academic year as a result of primarily remote instruction the district shifted to utilizing Google Classroom as the platform for lesson delivery and lesson
organization.  Due to this shift, there was a loss of planning that meets the ESF 5.1 key practices.  There is a need on the campus to return to traditional lesson planning template
and resources to ensure quality planning in a collaborative format prior to lesson delivery.
Who will you partner with?: Other
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? The campus will use Region 1 ESC as the basis for building capacity in this essential action.  TPHS RGV McAllen will
also be engaging with TIL Observation and Feedback in which training and support will be provided to campus and district leaders.  TIL Observation and Feedback does support
5.1 but not fully and that is why we are utilizing ESC 1 support to ensure capacity is fully built for this essential action.  The ESC and TIL Observation and Feedback training
and support will provide campus and district leaders the ability to grow the capacity of the educators they manage.  The ESC training and TIL DDI components consist of
professional development intended to foster continuous improvement by helping campus and district administrators grow concrete instructional leadership skills.  There will be
two days of TIL Observation and Feedback face-to-face professional development for the campus leadership team, including the principal and the DCSI.  Ongoing
implementation support will be provided to the DCSI and the principal to ensure implementation.  One-on-one coaching will be provided to the DCSI.  The training and
coaching are aligned to the best practices described in the Effective School Framework.  The Observation and Feedback module through TIL addresses the lesson planning
process and internalizing lesson plans as well as differentiated pathways of instruction.  We will leverage and extend the learning of TIL Observation and Feedback to support
this essential action.  ESC 1 and TPHS has a Observation and Feedback implementation plan addressing the training schedule, coaching component, and support touchpoints. 
The TIL Observation and Feedback implementation document is attached as an addendum to the TIP.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: DCSI will establish lesson planning systems for the campus.  The DCSI
will communicate the lesson planning systems to all staff members during the TPHS Summer Conference in July 2021.  During campus beginning-of-year staff development, the
Principal, along with the Teacher, will provide the details of the lesson planning systems that include weekly review and collaborative planning with teachers.  Lesson plan
feedback will prioritize the development of lesson objectives and formative assessments first and then move to differentiated pathways of instruction to meet the needs of all
students in the classroom.  This priority will be communicated to the parents and the community through connections and activities embedded into the CIP/DIP.  Parent and
family communication that is embedded in the CIP/DIP includes ongoing new student orientations, report card nights every nine-week grading period, and parent/family/student
celebrations regarding attendance, scholarship, and leadership.  Community activities include Local Management Advisory Board (LMAB) meetings and engagement with
community partners in the McAllen area.  The campus will ensure that parent engagement opportunities identify the focus area and strategies we are implementing to ensure
growth in student performance.  Students will be successfully engaged in activities that will support student performance growth, and faculty and staff will communicate new
skills, practices, and efforts to students to ensure they know what the campus is doing to support them in meeting performance expectations.
Desired Annual Outcome: By the end of the 2021-2022 academic year, campus leaders will provide weekly lesson planning feedback and correction prior to lesson plan
delivery so that 100 % of teachers will effectively develop and use lesson objectives, formative assessments aligned to the TEKS and are at the appropriate level of rigor.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the District ensures policies and practices support effective instruction in schools, then  school leadership will have the opportunity
to provide ongoing, job-embedded coaching and support for teachers to ensure quality lesson planning including plans for monitoring and giving feedback on lesson plans prior
to instruction.

Desired 90-day Outcome: By the end of the second 90-day cycle, the campus leaders will be collaboratively working with 100% of teachers on development of quality daily
formative assessments aligned to the rigor of the daily objective so that teachers are producing lesson plans that have strong alignment between daily objective and the daily
assessment.  This will be accomplished by providing professional development on the development of quality exit tickets , development of exemplar responses, and giving
feedback in a collaborative setting between the content teacher and the Master Teacher.  Revised on 12/2021 based on TEA TIP Phone Call Feedback.

District Actions: DCSI will provide the campus leadership team with professional development resources for development of quality exit tickets and the development of
exemplar responses.  DCSI will continue to support the Master Teacher with lesson alignment implementation with monthly Zoom calls to address any barriers that may arise
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during the 90-day cycle.  Finally, DCSI will make site-visit to engage in collaborative coaching with Master Teacher and CLT.

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?: Yes

Why or why not?: As everyone begins to embrace the TIL process, we are going to see tremendous improvements in student  performance.  To reiterate, this is a process in
progress.  Not everyone is in the same place of implementation, or capability. However, progress is being achieved schoolwide.  The TIL process has a reflective component
which makes discussions of teaching so insightful for all involved.

Step 1 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 1: Carryover:  (Reworded based challenges due when completing cycle 1 reflection)  DCSI
will support Master Teacher with professional development and practice in teaching staff how to complete
K/S charts and assessment item analysis.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: DCSI calendar, meeting agendas, meeting summary
notes.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: Lesson planning checklist, lesson alignment tools provided by the DCSI.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: December 6, 2021 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: February
25, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 2 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 2: Master Teacher will continue to work collaboratively with content teachers to develop
automaticity in developing K/S charts and analyzing assessment items.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Collaborative lesson planning feedback tools and
meeting summaries.
Person(s) Responsible: Principal and Master Teacher
Resources Needed: Lesson Alignment tools from DCSI and a collaborative lesson planning
time calendared on master calendcar.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: December 6, 2021 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: February
25, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None
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Step 3 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 3: DSCI will provide professional development to Principal and Master teacher on quality exit
tickets and developing exemplar responses.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Professional development dates, dates of travel for PD
for DCSI, and meeting agenda/notes.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: TIL Lesson Alignment resources specific to success criteria for exit tickets
and success criteria for crafting an exemplar response to an exit ticket.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: January 3, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: January 31,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 4 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 4: Continue collaborative lesson planning with content teacher and the master teacher.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Lesson planning checklist and lesson plan documents
created as a result of the collaborative planning.
Person(s) Responsible: Principal and Master Teacher
Resources Needed: Calendared planning time for content teachers and TIL Lesson Alignment
resources for exit tickets and exemplar resonses.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: January 3, 2022 - Frequency: Weekly - Evidence Collection Date: February 25,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

What challenges do you think you’ll encounter in achieving desired campus or student outcomes for this cycle?: Potential challenges that will be faced during this 90-day
cycle will be teachers who still may be struggling with K/S charts and item analysis in adding on the next components of lesson alignment processes.

What specific action steps address these challenges?: DCSI will support the Master Teacher and CLT with professional development, monthly check-ins with Master
Teacher, and a site-visit to support the implementation and address any concerns or barriers that are hindering the change in teacher/professional behavior.  (Action Steps #1 and
2 address the specific challenges identified)
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Cycle 3 - (Mar – May)
Did you achieve your student performance data goals? Why or why not?: Overall,  we fell short of meeting our student performance goals. For Domain 1, the Reading
summative goal for Approaches was 70% with an actual result of 65%, the summative Meets goal was 39% with an actual result of 36%, and the summative Masters goal was
10% with an actual result of 1%. Overall, the Reading goal was not met, but we came closer than we have ever been. 

The Mathematics summative goal for Approaches was 80 with an actual result of 86%, the summative Meets goal was 50% with an actual result of 38%, and the summative
Masters goal was 15% with an actual result of 16%.  In this case we exceeded the Approaches and the Masters goal, but fell short on the Meets result.

The Science summative goal for Approaches was 80 with an actual result of 100%, the summative Meets goal was 55% with an actual result of 53%, and the summative Masters
goal was 15% with an actual result of 9%. In this case we exceeded the Approaches goal with 100 % of students passing, but fell short on the Meets and Masters by a few points.

The Social Studies summative goal for Approaches was 95 with an actual result of 95%, the summative Meets goal was 60% with an actual result of 67%, and the summative
Masters goal was 25% with an actual result of 26%. In this case we exceeded the Approaches, meets, and Masters goal with 100 % of students passing, but fell short on the
Meets and Masters by a few points.

In Domain 3 Focus 1, the summative goal for Econ Disadv Reading was 39%, with an actual result of 65. In Domain 3 Focus 2, the summative goal for Mathematics was 50%
with an actual result of 86%. For Domain 3 Focus 1 and 2, all expectations were exceeded.
For Domain 3 Focus 3, the summative Graduation Rate Status goal was 70%, with an actual result of 80%.
For Domain 3 Focus 4, the summative goal of School Quality/College & Career Readiness was 35%, with an actual result of 28%. Here also we fell short of achieving the goal. 
In conclusion, even though we didn't meet all our goals, we showed great improvement over previous years.

1. Essential Action 1.1: Develop campus instructional leaders with clear roles and responsibilities.

Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Rationale: The Campus Leadership Team (CLT) members need to focus on bite-sized coaching of teachers to improve instructional delivery at the campus.  There has been
improvement in teacher instructional delivery in the 2020-2021 academic year; however, there remains a need to ensure that effective coaching be delivered on a routine and
consistent basis to teachers in order to ensure student performance improves on the campus and to fill student learning gaps due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Who will you partner with?: TIL
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? The campus will use the TIL approach in which training and support will be provided to campus and district leaders. 
The TIL training and support will provide campus and district leaders the ability to build the capacity of educators they manage.  TIL consists of a suite of trainings intended to
foster continuous improvement by helping campus and district administrators grow concrete instructional leadership skills in the area of Observation and Feedback.  There will
be two days of face-to-face professional development for the campus leadership team, including the Principal and the DCSI.  Ongoing implementation support will be provided
to the DCSI and the Principal to ensure implementation.  One-on-one coaching will be provided to the DCSI.  The training and coaching are aligned to the best practices
described in the Effective School Framework.  ESC 1 and TPHS RGV McAllen have a Observation and Feedback implementation plan addressing the training schedule,
coaching component, and support touchpoints.  This document is attached as an addendum to the TIP.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: The TIL Observation and Feedback focus for the campus will be
communicated through the commitment between DCSI, Principal, and TPHS Central Office (Superintendent and Business Office) through a signed ESC 1 agreement.  Once the
agreement is signed, district and campus leadership will attend two days of face-to-face TIL Observation and Feedback training that will build understanding and capacity.  Once
the face-to-face training is completed, the district and campus leadership will develop a rollout plan to bring the implementation of TIL Observation and Feedback processes to
the campus.  This priority will be communicated to the parents and the community through connections and activities being embedded into the CIP/DIP.  The campus will
ensure that parent engagement opportunities identify the focus area and strategies we are implementing to ensure growth in student performance.  Students will be successfully
engaged in activities that will support student performance growth, and faculty and staff will communicate new skills, practices, and efforts to students to ensure they know what
the campus is doing to support them in meeting performance expectations.
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Desired Annual Outcome: By the end of the 2021-2022 academic year the principal or the identified Master Teacher will provide weekly coaching to teachers using the TIL
Observation and Feedback cycles as evidenced in weekly calendars showing scheduled time for observations/feedback and coaching of teachers following the TIL Observation
& Feedback model.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the District provides opportunities for ongoing support and coaching of the campus leaders then the campus leaders will be
provided with a foundation and a plan in which to implement TIP focused interventions and strategies; to ensure adequate planning, implementation, and monitoring systems to
ensure campus performance success.

Desired 90-day Outcome: By the end of the third 90-day cycle, all teachers will receive weekly feedback and coaching  with specific action steps.  This will be accomplished
by using the Get Better Fast (GBF) protocol in TIL Observation and Feedback focusing on  Phase 2 or Phase 3 on the rigor trajectory only from the GBF Scope and Sequence or
"Waterfall" as  evidenced by coaching scripts and coaching videos.  Revised on 12/2021 based on TEA TIP Phone Call Feedback.

District Actions: District will ensure that Master Teacher receives coaching and feedback on implementation of TIL Observation and Feedback coaching protocol and growing
Master Teacher coaching skills. twice monthly.  Campus principal will receive twice monthly coaching from the DCSI to support implementation of TIL Observation and
Feedback.  DCSI will receive monthly coaching to ensure implementation of TIL Observation and Feedback module.  DCSI will also support the campus with some on-site
visits during this 90-day cycle.

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?: Yes

Why or why not?: The San Benito campus was able to achieve its 90 day outcome  due to  the consistent implementation of the TIL Observation and Feedback module.
Additionally, campus visits were conducted by the DCSI and ECS1 TIL Coordinators.

Did you achieve your annual outcome? Why or why not?: Yes, we did achieve our annual outcome, Master Teacher and Teachers engaged in weekly observation/feedback
coaching sessions.

Step 1 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 1: Weekly coaching and feedback for content teachers by Master Teacher.  Twice monthly
coaching of the Master Teacher by the Principal.  Twice monthly coaching of the Principal by DCSI. 
Twice monthly coaching of the DCSI by ESC 1 TIL Observation and Feedback Staff.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: TIL Observation and Feedback Coaching Scripts
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI, Principal, Master Teacher
Resources Needed: TIL Observation and Feedback Contract/Agreement and resources/videos
from GBF and Leverage Leadership 2.0
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: March 4, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: June 3, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None
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Step 2 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 2: Increased coaching and instructional support for math teacher on a weekly basis to ensure
students are reaching "meets" and "masters" level of performance in the Algebra I classroom.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: TIL Coaching and GBF resources including lesson
planning tools and resources
Person(s) Responsible: Master Teacher, Principal, DCSI
Resources Needed: TIL Coaching and GBF resources including lesson planning tools and
resources
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: March 1, 2022 - Frequency: Weekly - Evidence Collection Date: June 3, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 3 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 3: Master Teacher will deliver  "real-time feedback" to core content teachers on a weekly basis
focusing on identified teacher "bite-sized" action step.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Master Teacher coaching calendar,
observation/feedback schedules
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI, Principal, and Master Teacher
Resources Needed: ESC 1 TIL Observation and Feedback Module Contract/Agreement &
Resources
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: March 7, 2022 - Frequency: Weekly - Evidence Collection Date: June 3, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 4 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 4: DCSI will provide professional development to the Principal and Master Teacher training
on Get Better Faster Phase 4 Coaching Blueprint including the management and rigor trajectories.  The
training will be in three meetings via Zoom.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Completed training with Master Teachers and
Principals over GBF Phase 4.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: Get Better Faster Book, GBF training videos, GBF success criteria, and
ESC 1 TIL Observation and Feedback Resources.  TPHS Zoom meeting resources.
Addresses an Identified Challenge:

Start Date: March 21, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: April 22,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None
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Step 5 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 5: DCSI will provide professional development to the Principal and Master Teacher training
on Get Better Faster Phase "Stretch It" Phase specifically focusing on rigor.  This training will be provided
via Zoom in a single meeting

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Completed training with Master Teachers and
Principals over GBF "Stretch It" rigor.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: Get Better Faster Book, GBF training videos, GBF success criteria, and
ESC 1 TIL Observation and Feedback Resources.  TPHS Zoom meeting resources.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: April 11, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: April 29,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 6 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 6: Conduct one (1) TIL Observation and Feedback with ESC 1 Coaching Labs and Site Visit
in April 2022 to focus on Principal coaching of Master Teacher and DCSI coaching of Principal.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Feedback from ESC 1 on site-visits and sign in
documentation for Coaching Lab.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI & Principal
Resources Needed: ESC 1 TIL Observation and Feedback Contract/Agreement
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: April 4, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: April 29, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 7 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 7: CLT Meetings to measure progress towards meeting student performance goals and review
implementation of TIL Observation & Feedback on a monthly basis.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Student performance goals progress charts and meeting
summaries.
Person(s) Responsible: Principal, Master Teacher & CLT
Resources Needed: Calendared meeting time and space along with system processes such as
agendas, data collection/reports, and meeting summary notes.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: March 7, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: June 3, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None
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Step 8 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 8: Master Teacher Monthly C&I Meeting led by DCSI via Zoom.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Agenda and summary notes from the meeting.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: Videoconferencing facilities and TIL Observation & Feedback resources
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: March 7, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: June 3, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 9 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 9: Every two-week Principal Support Zoom calls to monitor implementation and focus on TIP
and TIL Observation and Feedback implementation.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Agenda and summary notes from the call.  Also any
identified interventions.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: Zoom Video Conferencing
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: March 7, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: June 3, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 10 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 10: Master Teacher will conduct data meetings every two-weeks to review student artifacts
and follow the TIL DDI process as described in Phase 3 of the GBF book.  Specifically Master Teacher and
teacher will review the K/S chart, assessment item analysis, exemplar response, and student work to
determine potential conceptual or perceptual error and then reteach at the point of error.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Master Teacher Calendars, results of data meetings,
reteach plans.
Person(s) Responsible: Master Teacher, Principal, DCSI
Resources Needed: GBF Book Phase 3
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: March 7, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: June 3, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

What challenges do you think you’ll encounter in achieving desired campus or student outcomes for this cycle?: The challenge of staying true to a coaching calendar is
always important.  Having a plan on how to organize time and keep interruptions from not allowing coaching will be imperative.  Giving quality feedback based on the Principal
Action Steps from the DCSI will also be important.  Finding time for the additional professional development on GBF Phase 4 and Stretch It portions will be a challenge due to
EOC testing and the intense focus on end of year activities to wrap up the year.  Finally, there is a special challenge with addressing student performance of the math teacher in
reaching Domain 3 targets at "meets" and "masters" performance.

What specific action steps address these challenges?: Staying true to the calendar and the implementation of coaching on a weekly basis, DCSI will coordinate monthly C&I
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visits with Master Teachers and Principals as well as twice monthly meetings with Principals to address any concerns or barriers to the implementation of TIL Observation &
Feedback with fidelity.    TPHS will also provide targeted coaching, support, and resources for math teacher to ensure student performance meets end of year targets established. 
Professional development provided by DCSI around Phase 4 of GBF and the Stretch It section will ensure quality rigor is being delivered to teachers and students.  Finally, ESC
1 TIL Team and DCSI site-visits will ensure that TIL Observation and Feedback systems are fully in place and being implemented with fidelity.  Coaching and feedback will be
provided at the ESC 1 and DCSI site visits.
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Cycle 3 - (Mar – May)

2. Essential Action 5.1: Effective classroom routines and instructional strategies.

Implementation Level: Planning for Implementation
Rationale: Campus Leadership Team (CLT) needs to ensure that teachers are submitting lesson plans that are objective driven and meet all the quality planning requirements. 
During the 2020-2021 academic year as a result of primarily remote instruction the district shifted to utilizing Google Classroom as the platform for lesson delivery and lesson
organization.  Due to this shift, there was a loss of planning that meets the ESF 5.1 key practices.  There is a need on the campus to return to traditional lesson planning template
and resources to ensure quality planning in a collaborative format prior to lesson delivery.
Who will you partner with?: Other
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? The campus will use Region 1 ESC as the basis for building capacity in this essential action.  TPHS RGV McAllen will
also be engaging with TIL Observation and Feedback in which training and support will be provided to campus and district leaders.  TIL Observation and Feedback does support
5.1 but not fully and that is why we are utilizing ESC 1 support to ensure capacity is fully built for this essential action.  The ESC and TIL Observation and Feedback training
and support will provide campus and district leaders the ability to grow the capacity of the educators they manage.  The ESC training and TIL DDI components consist of
professional development intended to foster continuous improvement by helping campus and district administrators grow concrete instructional leadership skills.  There will be
two days of TIL Observation and Feedback face-to-face professional development for the campus leadership team, including the principal and the DCSI.  Ongoing
implementation support will be provided to the DCSI and the principal to ensure implementation.  One-on-one coaching will be provided to the DCSI.  The training and
coaching are aligned to the best practices described in the Effective School Framework.  The Observation and Feedback module through TIL addresses the lesson planning
process and internalizing lesson plans as well as differentiated pathways of instruction.  We will leverage and extend the learning of TIL Observation and Feedback to support
this essential action.  ESC 1 and TPHS has a Observation and Feedback implementation plan addressing the training schedule, coaching component, and support touchpoints. 
The TIL Observation and Feedback implementation document is attached as an addendum to the TIP.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: DCSI will establish lesson planning systems for the campus.  The DCSI
will communicate the lesson planning systems to all staff members during the TPHS Summer Conference in July 2021.  During campus beginning-of-year staff development, the
Principal, along with the Teacher, will provide the details of the lesson planning systems that include weekly review and collaborative planning with teachers.  Lesson plan
feedback will prioritize the development of lesson objectives and formative assessments first and then move to differentiated pathways of instruction to meet the needs of all
students in the classroom.  This priority will be communicated to the parents and the community through connections and activities embedded into the CIP/DIP.  Parent and
family communication that is embedded in the CIP/DIP includes ongoing new student orientations, report card nights every nine-week grading period, and parent/family/student
celebrations regarding attendance, scholarship, and leadership.  Community activities include Local Management Advisory Board (LMAB) meetings and engagement with
community partners in the McAllen area.  The campus will ensure that parent engagement opportunities identify the focus area and strategies we are implementing to ensure
growth in student performance.  Students will be successfully engaged in activities that will support student performance growth, and faculty and staff will communicate new
skills, practices, and efforts to students to ensure they know what the campus is doing to support them in meeting performance expectations.
Desired Annual Outcome: By the end of the 2021-2022 academic year, campus leaders will provide weekly lesson planning feedback and correction prior to lesson plan
delivery so that 100 % of teachers will effectively develop and use lesson objectives, formative assessments aligned to the TEKS and are at the appropriate level of rigor.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the District ensures policies and practices support effective instruction in schools, then  school leadership will have the opportunity
to provide ongoing, job-embedded coaching and support for teachers to ensure quality lesson planning including plans for monitoring and giving feedback on lesson plans prior
to instruction.

Desired 90-day Outcome: By the end of the third 90-day cycle, the campus leadership will be collaborative working with 100% of teachers on differentiated instructional
pathways that are aligned to lesson objective and lesson assessment during collaborative lesson planning time.  This will be accomplished by using TEKS Resource System
(TRS) and other instructional delivery resources available at the campus during collaborative lesson planning time between content teacher and Master Teacher.  Revised on
12/2021 based on TEA TIP Phone Call Feedback.

District Actions: Ensure campus staff all have access to TEKS Resource System and that necessary training has been provided to CLT and teachers to access and utilize
resources.  Ensure that access and training for other instructional resources is provided to CLT and content teachers.  Provide necessary GBF training via Zoom as well as
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accountability, follow-up, support, and resources needed to implement all action steps in Cycle 3.

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?: Yes

Why or why not?: The following tasks were a list of actions which contributed to the achievement of this 90 day outcome: 1) Lesson plans were due for review by the Master
Teacher by 9 am Mondays; 2) School-wide lesson plan format; 3) All lessons were aligned with the TEKS Resource System; 4) Master Teacher analyzed each lesson plan and
provided written feedback; and 5) Master Teacher and content teachers met weekly to discuss lesson plan feedback.

Did you achieve your annual outcome? Why or why not?: Annual outcomes were achieved, campus leaders provided weekly lesson planning feedback and corrections prior
to lesson plan delivery. Teachers effectively developed and used lesson objectives, formative assessments aligned to the TEKS with appropriate levels of rigor.

Step 1 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 1: Continue collaborative lesson planning with core content teachers and the master teacher
focusing on using the previous lesson alignment tools of K/S charts, item assessment analysis, quality exit
tickets, and exemplar responses.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Lesson planning checklist and lesson plan documents
created as a result of the collaborative planning.
Person(s) Responsible: Principal and Master Teacher
Resources Needed: Calendared planning time for content teachers and TIL Lesson Alignment
resources for exit tickets and exemplar responses.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: March 7, 2022 - Frequency: Weekly - Evidence Collection Date: June 3, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 2 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 2: Implement data meetings with core content teachers that review high, medium, and low
student performance to target errors in conceptual or perceptual understanding and reteach at the point of
error for students using either guided discourse or modeling/think aloud.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Summary of data meetings, master teacher calendar,
reteach plans, and student performance data
Person(s) Responsible: Master Teacher, Principal, and DCSI
Resources Needed: GBF Phase 4 resources.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: March 7, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: June 3, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None
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Step 3 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 3: DCSI campus site-visit to review the fidelity of implementation of the collaborative lesson
planning processes and the use of lesson alignment tools.  DCSI will make one (1) site visit during this
cycle.  DCSI will focus on giving feedback and correction as necessary to principal and master teacher.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Implementation site-visit summary, site-visit
coaching/feedback, and DCSI schedule/calendar.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: Travel resources and GBF book.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: April 4, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: April 29, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

Step 4 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 4: Master Teacher collaborative lesson planning will focus on alignment of instructional
activities and pathways that ensure the lesson objective and exit ticket are aligned and that students are
prepared to be successful on the daily objective at the defined level of rigor.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Exemplar Lesson Plans and Master Teacher calendar of
collaboration.
Person(s) Responsible: Master Teacher and Principal
Resources Needed: Lesson Alignment Tools
Addresses an Identified Challenge: No

Start Date: March 7, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: June 3, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: Met
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps: None

What challenges do you think you’ll encounter in achieving desired campus or student outcomes for this cycle?: Calendaring time and staying on track with the focus
when there are daily interruptions at the campus.  
Also, ensuring that Master Teachers and Principals continue to refine their lesson alignment skills and implement the systems that are in place with fidelity.

What specific action steps address these challenges?: In order to address the identified challenges, DCSI will have monthly C&I visits with Master Teachers and Principals to
address any challenges, barriers, or concerns.  DCSI will also meet to discuss TIP implementation fidelity every two-weeks.  Finally, DCSI site-visit to monitor implementation
of collaborative lesson planning focusing on using lesson alignment tools and strengthening the instructional pathways will be completed in April 2022.
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Cycle 4 - (Jun – Aug)

1. Essential Action 4.1: Daily use of high-quality instructional materials aligned to instructional planning calendars and interim and formative assessments.

Rationale: TPHS RGV San Benito Campus Leadership Team utilized the Effective Schools Framework Essential Actions Success Criteria document and the recently
completed  Effective Schools Framework Diagnostic completed in January 2022, to determine  that  daily lesson plans are submitted on a bi-weekly basis and interim
assessments are administered at least 3-4 times per year for all; however, there is no evidence of high-quality instructional materials that include key ideas, essential questions,
recommended resources, and no evidence of consistent daily lesson-level formative assessments.  If the campus selects and implements high quality instructional materials and
provide ongoing coaching and support to teachers in using the materials, the campus will achieve full implementation on the key practice for Effective Schools Framework
Lever 4.  This will also continue to improve student outcomes for the campus.
Who will you partner with?: TIL
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? TPHS RGV San Benito campus will use the Texas Instructional Leadership approach in which training and support will
be provided to campus and district leaders.  The Texas Instructional Leadership training and support will provide campus and district leaders the ability to build the capacity of
educators they manage.  Texas Instructional Leadership consists of a suite of trainings intended to foster continuous improvement by helping campus and district administrators
grow concrete instructional leadership skills in the area of Data Driven Instruction (DDI) and Lesson Alignment (LA).  There will be three days of face-to-face professional
development for the campus leadership team, including the DCSI, Principal and Master Teacher.  Ongoing implementation support will be provided to the DCSI, Principal, and
Master Teacher to ensure implementation.  One-on-one coaching will be provided to the DCSI, Principal, and Master Teacher.  The training and coaching are aligned to the best
practices described in the Effective School Framework.  ESC 1 and TPHS RGV San Benito have a Data Driven Instruction and Lesson Alignment implementation plan
addressing the training schedule, coaching component, and on-site visit support and feedback touchpoints.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: Texas Instructional Leadership Data Driven Instruction and Lesson
Alignment focus for the campus will be communicated through the commitment between DCSI, Principal, and TPHS Central Office (Superintendent and Business Office)
through a signed ESC 1 agreement.  Once the agreement is signed, district and campus leadership will attend three days of face-to-face TIL Data Driven Instruction training that
will build understanding and capacity.  Once the face-to-face training is completed, the district and campus leadership will develop a rollout plan to bring the implementation of
TIL Data Driven Instruction processes to the campus.  This priority will be communicated to the parents and the community through connections and activities being embedded
into the CIP/DIP.  The campus will ensure that parent engagement opportunities identify the focus area and strategies we are implementing to ensure growth in student
performance.  Parent engagement opportunities include surveys, parent-student-teacher conferences (twice per semester),  and through College, Career, and Military
presentations.  Students will be successfully engaged in activities that will support student performance growth, and faculty and staff will communicate new skills, practices, and
efforts to students to ensure they know what the campus is doing to support them in meeting performance expectations.  An example of work that students will engage in is
clearly understanding of exemplars and success criteria when working on standards and daily objectives.
Desired Annual Outcome: By May 2023, 100% of campus instructional leaders will review lesson plans and provide feedback on a bi-weekly basis to ensure high-quality
instructional materials are being implemented with fidelity, alignment to the scope and sequence, and expected level of rigor.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the district policies support the effective use of standards-aligned, high quality instructional materials, assessments,  and actionable
feedback then campus leaders will have high quality instructional materials for teachers and instructional leaders will be able to consistently implement review and feedback of
lesson plans to teachers prior to instructional delivery.

Desired 90-day Outcome: By the end of August 2022, DCSI along with the Campus Leadership Team will have all selected high quality instructional materials available for
teachers (print and online access) with completed teacher and leader professional development prior to the first day of instruction.

District Actions: District staff will ensure that options for high quality instructional materials are provided to the campuses along with samples and materials for evaluation
based on ESF framework.  DCSI will facilitate any vendor presentations and will facilitate the meeting on selecting the appropriate materials for all core content areas.  Finally,
DCSI and central office staff will work together to ensure purchase of materials are prompt and professional development is scheduled for all core content teachers prior to the
first day of instruction.

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?:
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Why or why not?:

Step 1 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 1: Campus will select and purchase the high quality instructional materials for mathematics,
English Language Arts, science, and social studies.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Completed purchase orders and all high quality
instructional materials are available at the campus and online resources are available.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI & Principal
Resources Needed: TPHS Finance Team processing of purchase orders, DCSI & Principal
contact with Vendors.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: June 1, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: August 26,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: No Progress
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:

Step 2 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 2: Schedule and deliver 3 days of face-to-face Ms. Hilda May "Math Made Easy" Algebra I
instructional strategy professional development to math teachers. (July 6, 7, and 8)

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Completed training by all math teachers teaching
Algebra I.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI & Principal
Resources Needed: Vendor:  Ms. HIlda May, Math Made Easy, training location, travel
accommodations, and training materials.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: June 1, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: August 26,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: No Progress
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:
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Step 3 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 3: Schedule a 2 day face-to-face professional development for math teachers on the Carnegie
Math System & Mathia program including scope and sequence and quality assessments. (Time frame is
July 2022 based on vendor)

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Completion of training by Carnegie Math Solutions.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI/Principal
Resources Needed: Vendor:  Carnegie Learning Solutions, training location, travel
accommodations, and training supplies and materials.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: June 1, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: August 26,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: No Progress
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:

Step 4 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 4: Schedule a 2 day face-to-face professional development for ELA teachers on the Odell
English Language Arts program including scope and sequence and quality assessments. (Time frame is July
2022 based on vendor)

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Completion of training by Odell English Language
Arts program.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI and Principal
Resources Needed: Vendor:  Odell, training location, travel accommodations, and training
supplies and materials.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: June 1, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: August 26,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: No Progress
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:

Step 5 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 5: Schedule a 1 day virtual professional development for science and social studies teachers on
the selected HQIM program including scope and sequence and quality assessments. (Time frame is July
2022 based on vendor)

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Completed virtual training for science and social
studies teachers.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI/Principal
Resources Needed: HQIM Selected Vendors and technology resources.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: June 1, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: August 26,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: No Progress
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:
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What challenges do you think you’ll encounter in achieving desired campus or student outcomes for this cycle?: Potential challenges include the following:  scheduling
professional development prior to the first day of instruction based on other training needed for STAAR Redesign, and Texas Instructional Leadership DDI training (TIL DDI)
and with vendor access and time availability.  Finally, ensuring that print materials and online access is available to teachers prior to professional development.

What specific action steps address these challenges?: Action Steps 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 all address potential challenges.
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Cycle 4 - (Jun – Aug)

2. Essential Action 5.3: Data-driven instruction.

Rationale: TPHS RGV San Benito Campus Leadership Team utilized the Effective Schools Framework Essential Actions Success Criteria document and the recently
completed  Effective Schools Framework Diagnostic completed in January 2022, to determine  that campus instructional leaders review disaggregated data to track and monitor
the progress of all students.  In addition, teachers use a corrective instruction action planning process in PLCs to identify trends in student misconceptions.  However, missing
from the corrective instruction action planning process is the following success criteria:  unpacking the standards and create an exemplar, identify the conceptual and procedural
gaps, plan and practice the reteach, write the corrective instruction action plan, and plan the date and method of reassessment and follow up for the reassessment reviews.
Who will you partner with?: TIL
How will you build capacity in this Essential Action? The campus will use the TIL approach in which training and support will be provided to campus and district leaders. 
The TIL training and support will provide campus and district leaders the ability to build the capacity of educators they manage.  TIL consists of a suite of trainings intended to
foster continuous improvement by helping campus and district administrators grow concrete instructional leadership skills in the area of Data Driven Instruction (DDI).  There
will be three days of face-to-face professional development for the campus leadership team, including the DCSI, Principal, and Master Teacher.  Ongoing implementation
support will be provided to the DCSI, Principal, and Master Teacher to ensure implementation.  One-on-one coaching will be provided to the DCSI., Principal, and Master
Teacher  The training and coaching are aligned to the best practices described in the Effective School Framework.  ESC 1 and TPHS RGV San Benito have a Data Driven
Instruction implementation plan addressing the training schedule, coaching component, and on-site support and feedback touchpoints.
How will you communicate these priorities to your stakeholders? How will you create buy-in?: Texas Instructional Leadership Data Driven Instruction and Lesson
Alignment focus for the campus will be communicated through the commitment between DCSI, Principal, and TPHS Central Office (Superintendent and Business Office)
through a signed ESC 1 agreement.  Once the agreement is signed, district and campus leadership will attend three days of face-to-face TIL Data Driven Instruction training that
will build understanding and capacity.  During the three days of face-to-face training, leadership team will focus on change management and how to effectively address the high
leverage principal action steps and communication plan for launching in August 2022.  Once the face-to-face training is completed, the district and campus leadership will
develop a rollout plan to bring the implementation of TIL Data Driven Instruction processes to the campus.  This priority will be communicated to the parents and the
community through connections and activities being embedded into the CIP/DIP.  The campus will ensure that parent engagement opportunities identify the focus area and
strategies we are implementing to ensure growth in student performance.  Parent engagement opportunities include surveys, parent-student-teacher conferences (twice per
semester),  and through College, Career, and Military presentations.  Students will be successfully engaged in activities that will support student performance growth, and faculty
and staff will communicate new skills, practices, and efforts to students to ensure they know what the campus is doing to support them in meeting performance expectations.  An
example of student engagement is the use of the modeling and/or the guided discourse reteach models in classrooms addressing specific success criteria and for individual
objectives and standards.
Desired Annual Outcome: By May 2023, 100% of core content  teachers will implement weekly corrective instruction action planning process that includes unpacking
standards and creating exemplars, determine conceptual or procedural error, planning reteach, practicing reteach, and following-up with reteach success.
District Commitment Theory of Action: If the district ensures that campus instructional leaders receive initial training and ongoing coaching to support the implementation of
Texas Instructional Leadership (TIL) Data Driven Instruction DDI processes then campus leaders and teachers will have an actionable process for corrective instruction and
reteach development that will lead to increase student performance and student master of standards.

Desired 90-day Outcome: By the end of August 2022, DCSI, Principal, and Campus Leadership Team will have completed three (3) days of TIL DDI professional
development and one (1) day of Lesson Alignment professional development  and a prepared DDI/LA roll out plan.

District Actions: District staff will ensure that contracts for ESC 1 TIL Data Driven Instruction contract is signed and that the initial training is calendared and conducted during
this 90-day cycle.  Also, DCSI will conduct bimonthly meetings with Principal to assist in any barriers that are being experienced.  DCSI will ensure that there is a share Google
Drive and Google Calendar so that monitoring of activities can be efficiently and effectively managed.  Finally, DCSI will have ongoing communication between  Master
Teacher monthly via Zoom. and Principal bi-weekly via Zoom.

Did you achieve your 90 day outcome?:
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Why or why not?:

Step 1 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 1: DCSI, Principal, Master Teacher, and Campus Leadership Team will attend Texas
Instructional Leadership Data Driven Instruction training provided by the ESC 1 TIL team on June 1st, June
13th, and June 17th.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Completed training certificates for all identified staff
members.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI & Principal
Resources Needed: Signed Agreement with ESC 1 TIL Team
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: June 1, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: August 26,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: No Progress
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:

Step 2 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 2: DCSI will provide a one (1) day Lesson Alignment training to Principal, Master Teacher
and Campus Leadership Team in writing strong lesson objectives, writing exemplar responses, identifying
success criteria, writing quality exit tickets based on TIL exit ticket success criteria , and identifying high,
medium and low student work.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Completed training materials and sign-in
documentation.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: TIL Lesson Alignment Resources
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: June 1, 2022 - Frequency: One Time - Evidence Collection Date: August 26,
2022

Progress toward Action Steps: No Progress
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:

Step 3 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 3: Ongoing virtual (Zoom) meetings with Principal and Master Teachers to review training,
identify challenges/barriers, and plan next steps.  Meetings will be bi-weekly for the Principal and monthly
for the Master Teachers.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Meeting agenda and minutes of meeting.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI
Resources Needed: Zoom Meetings, calendared dates, DDI resources from training.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: June 1, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: August 26, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: No Progress
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:
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Step 4 Details Formative Reviews
Action Step 4: Develop, continue to refine, and revise as necessary a campus TIL DDI and Lesson
Alignment roll out plan that addresses new systems and processes for all campus stakeholders including
teachers, parents, and students.

Evidence Used to Determine Progress: Completed roll out plan for DDI and Lesson
Alignment.
Person(s) Responsible: DCSI, Principal, Master Teacher
Resources Needed: Zoom Meetings, calendared dates, DDI resources from training.
Addresses an Identified Challenge: Yes

Start Date: June 1, 2022 - Frequency: Ongoing - Evidence Collection Date: August 31, 2022

Progress toward Action Steps: No Progress
Necessary Adjustments/Next Steps:

What challenges do you think you’ll encounter in achieving desired campus or student outcomes for this cycle?: Potential challenges include the following:  Adhering to
the calendar that is established for TIL Data Driven Instruction and Lesson Alignment professional development during June 2022.  Supporting campus instructional leaders on
calendaring and managing weekly data meetings, observation and feedback cycles, and lesson planning feedback.  Assisting instructional leaders (Principal & Master Teacher)
in creating and managing campus specific instructional focus calendar to meet all the areas will be essential.  Also, having a deeper understanding of lesson alignment processes
including writing exemplars, success criteria, and writing strong objectives are also needed to support strong DDI implementation.

What specific action steps address these challenges?: Action steps 1, 2, 3, and 4 all address potential challenges.
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Campus Grant Funding Summary
6200-Professional and contracted services

Cycle Essential Action Step Resources Needed Account Code Amount
1 1 1 TIL Observation & Feedback Module Contract $14,285.00

Sub-Total $14,285.00

Budgeted Budget Object Code Amount $14,285.00

+/- Difference $0.00

Grand Total Budgeted $14,285.00

Grand Total Spent $14,285.00

+/- Difference $0.00
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Student Data

Core Metrics Sub Metrics Grade Student
Group

Subject
Tested

Performance
Level

Summative
Assessment

% of Assessments

2019
Results

2021
Results

2021 Participation
Rates

Cycle 1 Cycle 2 2022 Accountability Goal
Assessment

Type
Formative

Goal
Actual
Results

Assessment
Type

Formative
Goal

Actual
Results

Summative
Goal

Actual
Results

1. Student
Achievement

# of Students at Approaches, Meets, and
Masters

All All Reading Approaches STAAR 45 40 78 Released
STAAR 50 39 Released

STAAR 60 66 70 65

All All Reading Meets STAAR 15 23 78 Released
STAAR 20 28 Released

STAAR 30 49 39 45

All All Reading Masters STAAR 1 0 78 Released
STAAR 3 1 Released

STAAR 8 0 10 1

All All Mathematics Approaches STAAR 76 50 61 Released
STAAR 60 59 Released

STAAR 70 53 80 87

All All Mathematics Meets STAAR 32 17 61 Released
STAAR 20 14 Released

STAAR 35 20 50 47

All All Mathematics Masters STAAR 24 0 61 Released
STAAR 5 0 Released

STAAR 10 0 15 27

All All Science Approaches STAAR 86 53 51 Released
STAAR 60 67 Released

STAAR 70 79 80 100

All All Science Meets STAAR 36 27 51 Released
STAAR 25 33 Released

STAAR 35 57 55 60

All All Science Masters STAAR 9 7 51 Released
STAAR 5 0 Released

STAAR 10 14 15 13

All All Social
Studies Approaches STAAR 98 79 67 Released

STAAR 70 91 Released
STAAR 85 81 95 97

All All Social
Studies Meets STAAR 56 44 67 Released

STAAR 40 29 Released
STAAR 50 45 60 69

All All Social
Studies Masters STAAR 18 15 67 Released

STAAR 10 9 Released
STAAR 20 19 25 31

2. Closing the Gaps

Focus
1 Academic Achievement All Econ Disadv Reading N/A STAAR 15 23 78 Released

STAAR 20 29 Released
STAAR 30 49 39 45

Focus
2 Academic Achievement All All Students Mathematics N/A STAAR 32 17 61 Released

STAAR 20 14 Released
STAAR 35 20 50 47

Focus
3 Graduation Rate Status All All Students All N/A Graduation Rate 78 66 100 Other 70 80 Other 70 85 70 80

Focus
4

School Quality/College & Career
Readiness All All Students All N/A Graduation Rate 18 18 100 Other 35 90 Other 35 90 35 38
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Addendums
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2022

2025

2026

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

CCMR Goal Attainment

Overall CCMR Outcome 35%
PM #1 - College Readiness 18%
PM #2 - Career Readiness 22%
PM #3 - Military Readiness 5%

Overall CCMR Outcome 42%
PM #1 - College Readiness 21%
PM #2 - Career Readiness 25%
PM #3 - Military Readiness 7%

Overall CCMR Outcome 50%
PM #1 - College Readiness 24%
PM #2 - Career Readiness 28%
PM #3 - Military Readiness 8%

Overall CCMR Outcome 55%
PM #1 - College Readiness 27%
PM #2 - Career Readiness 31%
PM #3 - Military Readiness 9%

Overall CCMR Outcome 60%
PM #1 - College Readiness 30%
PM #2 - Career Readiness 34%
PM #3 - Military Readiness 10%

Triumph Public High Schools Rio Grande Valley
Board Approved CCMR Targets

Charter Holder Board Approved  |  August 7, 2021

2023

2024

PM = 
Progress 
Measure

Targets above are established for the following student populations for both the 
district and individual campuses:

All Students 
Hispanic

Economically Disadvantaged
Limited English Proficient/English Learner

Special Education
Continuously & Non-Continuously Enrolled













2021-2022 Academic Performance Goals 

TPHS RGV San Benito 

 

1. TPHS RGV San Benito ELA student performance will achieve 39% in the “meets” 

or above passing standard for All Students,  Eco Dis,  EL, and Hispanic 

subgroups on the 2020-2021 STAAR English I and English II assessments. 

2. TPHS RGV San Benito  Algebra I student  performance will achieve 50% in the 

“meets” or above passing standard for All Students, Eco Dis, EL, and Hispanic 

subgroups on the 2020-2021 STAAR Algebra I assessments.   

3. TPHS RGV San Benito Biology student performance will achieve 55% in the 

“meets” or above passing standard for All Students, Eco Dis, EL, and Hispanic 

subgroups on the 2020-2021 STAAR Biology assessment. 

4. TPHS RGV San Benito US History student performance will achieve 75% in the 

“meets” category or above for All Students, Eco Dis, EL, and Hispanic subgroups 

on the 2020-2021 STAAR US History assessment. 



Triumph Public High Schools Rio Grande Valley 

San Benito Campus 

 

Targeted Improvement Plan December 17, 2021 Artifact Submission 

 

Artifacts Included: 

1. Video clip of Master Teacher coaching a teacher using the Texas Instructional Leadership (TIL) 

Observation and Feedback model. 

2. Coaching Session Script from October 8, 2021 

3. Lesson Planning Checklist and Feedback for September 27, 2021 – Q. Cammack 

4. Lesson Planning Checklist and Feedback – J Garcia 

5. Coaching Session Script from October 20, 2021 for J. Garcia 

6. Coaching Session Script from November 11, 2021 for J. Garcia 

 

 

Master Teacher Coaching Video Clip Utilizing TIL Observation and Feedback model: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ROgu3XRCgmTsY1AdZ7jsAhXM4_rIBdFi/view?usp=sharing 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ROgu3XRCgmTsY1AdZ7jsAhXM4_rIBdFi/view?usp=sharing
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